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Prologue

If I could tell you where we go this wouldn’t be a very good story. Because, my answer is as bleak as it is boring. The simplicity of the question provokes the complexity of its solution. Simply, I don’t know. So instead I’ll offer this. What this is may only be a long winded question, leaving me breathless and bereft everytime I ponder it.

Where do “you” go when “you” dissapears? and what gets left behind?
Follow instructions to construct BOYBLUE zine.

Ultramarine blue paper is recommended to print upon, but white 8 1/2X 11 is sufficient. If you would like a copy with a wish from the artist, email Knorri1@artic.edu with your: Name Mailing Address

I Love you
I Miss you
Thank You,
Kevin W. Norris